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Hama Easy Snap Passive holder Mobile phone/Smartphone Black

Brand : Hama Product code: 00201510

Product name : Easy Snap

"Easy Snap" Car Mobile Phone Holder with Suction Cup, 360-degree Rotation, Universal

Hama Easy Snap Passive holder Mobile phone/Smartphone Black:

- Adaptable: simple and customised adaptation to the device thanks to mobile clamp holder
- Perfect orientation: thanks to a ball joint the device can be rotated 360° and has an adjustable tilt
angle, ideal for portrait or landscape format
- Suitable for every smartphone with and without case or or protective sleeve
- The device can be conveniently inserted into the holder with one hand and triggers an automatic
closing of the clamp holder
Hama Easy Snap. Mobile device type: Mobile phone/Smartphone, Type: Passive holder, Proper use: Car,
Product colour: Black

Design

Type * Passive holder
Mobile device type * Mobile phone/Smartphone
Proper use * Car
Material * Plastic
Device mount type * Clamp mount
Product colour * Black

Design

Orientation Horizontal/Vertical

Ergonomics

Angle of rotation 360°
Minimum device width 5.5 cm
Maximum device width 8.5 cm

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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